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"Tell the truth and don't be afraid."

Conn concerned about cuts
Second presidential candidate
has open-session interview
By Scott Miller
Administration reporter

Young Lee/Senior Photographer

Dr. Philip Conn, vice president for special programs at the University of
Tennessee-Knoxville, speaks with members of the campus and community
at an open session interview for Eastern's second presidential candidate
Monday evening in the foyer of Old Main. The remainder of Conn's interview
process will take place today, ending with a tour of Charleston.

Hencken says cabinet is
not what campus thinks
By Maura Possley
campus editor
D espite concerns raised by students and faculty regarding the new
Presidential Cabinet, interim
President Lou Hencken feels those
concerns rest on a misunderstanding of the organization's purpose.
Hencken said Wednesday that
electing a student or faculty to the
cabinet would defeat the purpose of
the cabinet, which would counteract the idea to "reach out between
the president's office and the community."
In response to Hencken forming the cabinet, there have been
several complaints voiced by members of the Faculty Senate, and the
Student Senate passed a resolution
asking that a student be appointed
to the cabinet.
At their Feb. 19 meeting, the
Faculty Senate discussed their concerns that the cabinet didn't represent the diversity of the university
and that it was not needed because
of the already existing Student
External
Relations
Senate
Committee.
However, H encken believes the
cabinet would be best served with
only community members in
Charleston and Mattoon to serve
its purpose of "information sharing
of here's what's going on (at
Eastern)."
"We're a big factor in this community," he said. "We can't simply
tell ourselves about it but we have
to tell other people.

"We need to
get out the
of
message
what
we're
doing," he said.
"I don't want to
go to such an
extent where we
defeat
the
whole purpose."
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Eastern presidential candidate P hillip Conn told
members of the campus community Wednesday that
he intends to spend much time "strengthening
Eastern's statewide political base and building community ties," in part to alleviate funding problems
from a suffering state economy.
Concern over the recent budget shortfall led some
in attendance to ask whether tuition rates could drastically increase, taking more money out of students'
pockets.
The second of three candidates, Conn, vice president for special programs at the University of
Tennessee-Knoxville, said that he could not guarantee that this wouldn't happen, but he would work to
see that it didn't.
"I expect tuition will increase," he said at an open
session interview, "but I have to work diligently to let
state legislation know that they can't put higher education out of reach. It's a matter of investing in the
state and investing in the future."
Money is an issue at Eastern just as it is for most
universities now due to the slumping economy, Conn
said while explaining his plans to acquire money for
Eastern.
Conn said there is a preconceived notion that it is

difficult to work with politicians of a state when you
are obviously not from the state.
"But I found that to be untrue."
Conn, who is from the South, said, "my most
notable success in gaining money for an institution
was in North Dakota" where he was the president of
Dickinson State University.
Enroliment management is another of Conn's key
assets that he said could help to strengthen the institution. Conn mentioned the turnaround an enrollment numbers while he was president at Dickinson
State.
"I have been successful in enroliment management, and I have been active in fund raising my
whole career," he said.
Conn said that he hoped to get the community
involved and build strong ties with them. One way he
proposed to do that is to let people know what
Eastern is all about.
"There is still more of a story to tell of the excellence of the university," he said, "I am eager to come
here and tell that story. If I can be the spokesman, the
cheerleader, the advocate of this university for the
community, that is what I want to do."
"This is precisely the type of community that I
have lived in, and it is precisely the type of community I hope to work in."
Audience members also brought up the concern
that Conn has not worked as a president with a faculty union. Conn said that he looks forward to the
See CONN Page 10

Eastern students flood state
capitol with research, ideas
By Jessica Danielewicz
Student Government editor

Lou Hencken

t

Hencken has not dismissed the
idea of involving students and faculty opinions in the cabinet and
intends to invite students and faculty to the meetings.
In addition, the cabinet is set up
as an informal body and Hencken
said involving a student member as
well as faculty may turn it into a
formal group with a constitution
and regular meetings.
"That makes it more formal
than I had wanted it to be," he said.
"We're not going to make decisions
on what color to paint Old Main."
Hencken said the name of the
organization may have led to the
confusion over its purpose. He said
"Presidential Cabinet" relays the
wrong message of what type of
group it is and what purpose it
serves.
"If I was to do anything over
again I would change the name," he
said.
In its flrst meeting, the cabinet
took tours of the library and food
court, discussed the budget cuts and
had a question and answer session.
See HENCKEN Page 10

Eastern students spent a day at
the state capitol Wednesday
showcasing research projects they
have completed this year.
A number of the proj ects noted
a problem and took the initiative
to take a step toward solving the
problem.
One such problem is children's
confidence levels when learning
basic tasks such as reading. Mary
H ession, a senior special education major, used a reward system
on a flrst grade student with no
known learning disabilities to
improve his confidence level when
learning to read.
H ession's research was one of
about 30 research projects presented.
Students who have trouble
reading when beginning continue
having trouble later in life and are
often labeled with learning disabilities, simply because of their
confidence, H ession said.
Eastern's day at the capitol featured these research presentations
along with a performance by an
Eastern jazz band. H owever, a
usual attendee, the Student Action
Team, did not participate, but will
have its own day on April 8.
This is the fourth year scholars
have attended to present their
research, Jill Nilsen, vice president
for external relations, said

Jessica Danielewicz/Staff photographer

State Sen. Dave Syverson, R·Rockford, talks with Stefanie Bolling, a
senior psychology major, about her research project titled "SelfInitiated Recovery from Eating Disorders." Bolling's research was one
of about 30 projects presented at the state capitol Wednesday.
Wednesday.
The goal of the day at the capitol is to "showcase our students'
academic achievements for the
legislators," and for students to
talk directly with legislators about
their experiences, Nilsen said.
The Student Action Team has
made visits to the capitol since the
group's inception seven years ago,

Nilsen said.
The Student Action Team lobbies at the state capitol on
Eastern's behalf, a task that is
becoming more important with
current budget problems. But
chances of receiving the extra
funding looking bleak, Katie Cox,
See CAPITOL Page 10
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Writing with style
Mark May explains to a crowded room how to use the American Psychological Association style format in
9th Street Hall room 2016 Wednesday evening. This is one of the many 5 p.m. works hops offered through
the Learning Assistance Center.

Secrets of Mrican conflicts revealed
By Heather Robinson
Activities editor

A Kent State University professor will visit Eastern's campus
Thursday to speak about ongoing
controversial issues erupting in
Africa.
Polycarp lkuenove, an associate
professor of philosophy at Kent
State, will present "Colonialism
and Africa: Inability, Thesis and
Responsibility" at 4 p.m. in

Coleman H all, room 3732.
The lecture is co-sponsored by
Eastern's African American
Studies and philosophy departments.
lkuenove said Tuesday he will
confront the issue of responsibility
for the ongoing problems in Africa.
"I will speak about the issues of
corruption in African leaders." he
said. "We will talk about whether
they are fully responsible for the
troubles in Africa."

lkuenove also mentioned he
hopes that the issues he speaks
about will lead to a thought-provoking discussion.
lkuenove said that he did not
want to give further details in order
to get people to come and see what
he will talk about.
"I refuse to give further details
because I want people to come to
talk." he said.
Admission to the lecture is free
and open to the public.

Eastern jazz combo back in full swing
By Heather Robinson
Activities editor

E astern's jazz combo program
will be back in full swing this
Thursday with a performance on
campus.
Three ensembles will play a
variety of music from its jazz
repertory at 7:30 p.m. in the

Dvorak Concert H all in the
Doudna Fine Arts Center.
The combo, comprised of
Eastern students, will perform
such selections as "Windows" by
Chick Corea, "Eighty-One" by
Miles Davis and "G regory is
H ere" by H orace Silver, a press
release stated.
Eastern's Jazz Studies pro-

gram is led by saxophonist and
music professor Sam Fagaly.
Eastern faculty member and jazz
pianist M ichael Stryker administers the combo program.
Other staff members include
trombonist Allan H omey and
graduate assistant Scott H argis.
Seating for the concert will be
on stage.

Begert discusses military options for women
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The military science department is bringing in a graduate to
speak about roles for women in
the military Thursday.
Sgt. Maj . B. Jane Begert, an
E astern graduate, will talk about
the opportun ities the military
provides for females , Lt. Col.
L aurence Sefren of the military
department,
said
science
Tuesday.
Begert will begin her presentation at 3:30 p.m. in the Phipps
Auditorium of the P hysical

Sciences Building.
Begert was promoted to the
rank of sergeant major on Feb. 1,
a press release said .
"The rank of sergeant major is
the highest rank one can reach,
and Sgt. Begert is one of the first
women to establish this honor,"
Sefren said.
Begert will be talking about
her experiences, both good and
bad, while she has been in the
military, Sefren said.
In addition, she will speak
about the equal opportunities the
military provides, the challenges
she went through and how being

a female opens a lot of doors
while also creating difficulties
because of the many challenges
there are to overcome.
Sefren said there are other
opportunities for females in the
military outside combat, including jobs in journalism, public
relations, linguistics and computer skills.
Begert will also talk about
what it takes to be a leader and
the challenges one would face,
Sefren said.
Admission to Begert's presentation is free and open to the
public.

Monday

P.Olice

tilotter
Driving under the
influence
• Vaughn Kurt Jaenike, 45, 1001
Colony Lane, was arrested Sunday
at 10:12 p.m. at Ninth Street and
Taft Avenue on the charge of driving under the influence, police
reports stated.

Theft
• On March 6, it was reported
that a blue nylon purse and its contents were stolen from a hallway in
Klehm H all while left unattended,
police reports stated. T his incident
is under investigation.

Criminal damage

to property
• O n March 5, it was reported
that a vending machine located in
the Carman Hall basement was
damaged, police reports stated.
This incident is under investigation.
• On March 5, it was reported
that the taillight of a 1996 Dodge
Neon was broken out while it was
parked in the Ninth Street parking
lot, police reports stated. This incident is under investigation.
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Library atrium completed, south entrance still dosed
By Maura Possley

dependent on the staircase being In
place.
A reason for the delays has not
been identified and Strode did not
know the name of the manufacturing
company that Is delivering the steps.
The library was originaJly delayed
from its opening date of jan. 7
because of a "contractual change
delay" In the design of the south
entrance.
Once the delay was identified,
workers projected six to eight weeks
for the completion of the entrance.
Two months later, workers continue to work on the wood trimming
and staining In the south entrance and
await the manufacturing company to
deliver the steps.
In addition to the south entrance,
the atrium Is awaiting a window
which was supposed to be delivered
onMarch8.
The window Is now scheduled to
be delivered Friday but no date has
been identified for its completion,
Allen L anham, dean of Library
Services, said Wednesday.
"We would like it to be finished,"
he said. "But that is not within our
power."
Ail the contracts and funding for
the $21 million dollar Booth Library

Gamflls edb
E ven though Booth Libracys atrium was planned to be the last project
completed In the oow open facility,
the final obstacle to overcome Is the
south entrance, an undertaking that
reportedly delayed Booth's original
opening this semester.
Carol Strode, Interim director of
facilities planning and management,
said Wednesday that workers are still
awaiting the delivery of the south
entrance stairs by the manufacturing
company In order to complete the
staircase.

Until the stairs arrive, Strode said
workers are finishing up ail the wood
work that needs to be done to the
entrance as well as ail other projects
that can be done that are not dependent on the lnstaJlation of the stair-

case.
A month ago Strode said the
stairs were to have been delivered on
Feb. 18 and they were awaiting a
delivery on Feb. 25, an arrival that
never materialized.
Strode also said at the time that
workers were lnstaJllng "as much
wood trim as they can" to the
entrance; however, some work Is

expansion and renovation project are
handled by the State's Capital
Development Board.
As for the reasons for the delays
of the atrium window, Lanham said
the manufacturing has not disclosed
any.
"I imagine the problem Is In the
manufacturing," he said.
"Something happened and we
didn't get to go first"
The window will mark the last project for the atrium, and other prqjects
such as carpet, painting and lighting
have been completed, Lanham said.
Lanham also added the last delivery for shelves for the fourth floor
media center and for utility shelving
to "dress up the desks a bit," is scheduled for AprilS, and will be installed
In time for the grand opening on
Apri118.
Booth L ibrary opened to the
public after over 30 months of con struction and renovation on Feb. 14,
with the atrium closed off and the
half of the north entrance still under
construction.
The north entrance area was
completed over spring break, and the
general contractors trailer unit was
removed for full access to the
entrance.

The walkway through the completed atrium overlooks new carpeting,
bus y periodicals and reserves desks, and a few tables and chairs yet to
be s et up Wednesday evening in Booth Library. Booth is s till awaiting the
arrival of the south entrance stairs be fore the south entrance will be complete .

Senate passes the University Board's proposed $5 concert fee
By Jessica Danielewicz

April meeting, the fee will be Included on student bills starting this fail.
The UB proposed the concert fee
because rising costs of entertainment
and Joss of seating In Lantz Arena
made it unrealistic to continue presenting concerts on a zero-based
budget. The proposed fee will provide a base budget of about $50,000
per semester, dependent upon enrollment, which would ideaJly fund two
to four concerts per year.
Concerns continued to arise
about the fact that not ail students

Student Government editor
The University Board's proposed
$5 per-semester concert fee was
approved Wednesday by the Student
Senate.
Three hurdles remain for the proposed fee, which are approval by
Shirley Stewart, Interim vice president for student affairs, interim
President Lou H encken, and
E astern's Board ofTrustees.lfthe fee
is approved by the BOT at their

would be able to attend ail concerts.
UB Vice Chair Caleb judy said tickets would be sold on a first come, first
served basis, and it is unlikely ail students would want to attend every
concert.
Speaker of the Senate Joe
R obbins encouraged senate members to debate and think about their
vote, since it adds another fee to student bills.
Some senate members were concerned that a performance could end
up seeing a very low turnout, which
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The senate will now have a logo
to be placed on ail senate posters,
reports, and other Information posted throughout campus. Adaptation
of the logo Is part of a campaign
beginning to Increase marketing of
Student Government on campus.
The senate also voted to modify
duties of the H ousing Committee
chair and to offer a position on senate committees to those non -senate
members who apply for senate and
are not offered a position.
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could then empty the budget and
prevent future concerts.
j udy responded by saying no concert at Eastern has ever sold Jess than
40 percent of the available tickets and
no concert has lost more than about
$20,000.
It would be impossible to bring an
act to campus that no one would
attend, since student Input will be
regarded when choosing the acts,
j udy said. W ithin a month or so,
planning will begin when UB members start caJllng agencies to see who
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Leaving paradise behind
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he water in the Gulf
of Mexico this time
of year is still a little
chilly, but with the
sun blazing in a cloudless sky
and the challenge of catching a
frisbee thrown rather haphazardly to distract from the water
temperature, it's really quite
nice.
Biweekly columnist
I can't complain about the
sharp little pieces of broken
shells in the soft sand or the fact that you can't use the
lawn chairs or grass huts on the beach unless you're able
to honestly identify your room number at the $400 a
night Marriott, either.
My view from the condo my friend and I stayed in
over spring break in Marco Island, Fla. , included a number of palm trees, pelicans gliding by and a pier jutting
out into an inlet of sea water sprinkled with sail boats.
The weather stayed around 85 degrees all week, and
we never saw a cloud. I woke up to a warm breeze on my
face every day and grilled out watching brilliant sunsets.
Down the street from where we stayed was the most
charming little establishment I've ever been to called
Snook Inn. The place captured my heart.
Under the thatched roof of the open air restaurant,
employees flitted around happily in brightly colored fish
shirts. T he aroma of sea food hung lightly in the air, and
the music of the live guitarist performing jimmy Buffet
songs blended with the sound of water lapping on the
shore. Everything was smiles and tans. It was perfect.
No one was tense or stressed out. No one cared what
time it was. No one was a stranger. My friend and I
found each other determining that yes, we could spend
the rest of our lives here working at the Snook.
Obviously, since you're sitting here reading this column, I have indeed returned to Charleston, contrary to
my original plans of never coming back. L ife just doesn't
work that way. Maybe for Larry, the 38-year-old cabanaboy, it does, but for me and you, somehow it doesn't.
For us, Marco Island is the dream for a week, and
the reality is cold, rainy weather, tests and papers, scraping up enough money for the electric bill and praying
Mom's knee surgery goes fme.
My first conclusion when considering this maxim is,
"T hat's not fair!" - like a little kid who just realized
that sissy gets a sucker from Grandma, too, even though
she was naughty.
Many of us like to adopt the cynical view of life when
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Decibel meter
not needed
harleston community members and
Eastern students are taking steps toward a
compromise on issues of house parties
and noise. However, they are going about
this compromise the wrong way.
Members of the Charleston Noise Control
Committee decided before spring break to test a
decibel meter system to
assess noise levels and
Party Noise
implement a warning
Implementing a decibel meter
system to happen before
to check for loud parties is a
tickets are issued.
waste of money and would not
be flexible.
Though this is a very
ambitious idea, it still
has obvious flaws.
The current procedure in Charleston does not
allow police officers to tak e action on noise until a
complaint is called in. The new decibel meter system will establish a minimum level for police officers to issue warnings to those parties deemed too
loud.
Other college towns have opted to measure noise
levels by hearing it from the property line because it
leaves more room for officer discretion.
A decibel meter system, however, does not leave
that discretion. Problems can occur with this
because of the different types of frequencies and
sound levels measured by decibel meters.
Decibel meters measure differently for voices and
music. Sound ranges have a number of different
frequencies, and the time of day will weigh into
decibel ranges adopted.
The decibel meter system itself is a good idea,
but it may not be a good flt for Charleston. Setting
a decibel level is not a cut-and- dried task.
If residents believe a party is too loud, nothing
could be done unless the party's decibel level is
above the minimum.
As impractical as coming to an agreement on
appropriate decibel level is the cost involved in purchasing the meters for the city. Depending on the
type of meter purchased, the total cost to purchase
a decibel meter will be $300 to $1 ,000.
If this system does not work to everyone's liking,
which is highly unlikely, depending on the type and
number of meters purchased, it could be a huge
waste of tax dollars. Charleston could use that
money in other, more productive, beneficial ways.
It is great community members and E astern students are working together to arrive at a solution
for noise problems, but going another route would
be more effective and save the city some money.
The decibel meter system is not the answer.
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confronted with its harshness,
especially when we are given a
glimpse of the paradise it
could be. It's easier to be
grumpy and pessimistic.
I'll tell you what: when I
look at the barren, leafless
trees against the gray sky and
think of how far away those
lazy, swaying palm trees are,
it's hard to not feel a grating
resentment towards Illinois.
And that resentment spreads to other stresses in my life.
However, I was reading a book this week called
"With New Eyes" by Margaret Becker, that offered some
wisdom about the quandary I was facing. The author
aims to take a different perspective on the curve balls life
tosses at us.
She travels alone to a beach house on the E ast Coast
to try to fmd some peace and is captivated by the beauty
she encounters there. She wants to capture it but knows
she can't.
She refers to a Bible story where God's people, the
Israelites, lost and hungry in the desert, cry out to God
for food. He sends them a bread from heaven called
marma - just enough for the day - and says not to try
to keep it more than that day. H e will provide again the
next day.
They disobey, and the marma they stash becomes
infested with maggots.
Becker writes about her beach house experience:
"T hese moments, although staggering in their beauty
and centricity, carmot be hoarded. They are for the day,
for the moment, for this moment of my life. Like
marma, if held a day too long, they lose their redemptive
character, their ability to nourish and heal."
She decides to press the memories in her soul to keep
hope alive within her, to keep from becoming resigned
to bitterness.
So I guess that's what we can do. We can remember
the Snook - the music, the smells, the laughter, the soft
breeze - when life gets really dreary, not looking back
nostalgically, wishing for the past so that the memory
gets infested, but living with hope for surmy days in the
future .

My friend and I
found each other
determining that
yes, we could
spend the rest of
our lives here
working at the
Snook."

• Erika Larson is a senior English major. Her column runs every
other Thursday. Her e-mail address is eslarson@eiu.edu.
Columns are the opinion of the author.
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• The editorial is the majority opinion of The Daily Eastern News
editorial board.
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LETIERS TO THE EDITOR - The Dally E~ta-n
N!1vs accepts letters to the editor addressing local,
state, national and international issues. They
should be less than 250 words and include the
author's name, telephone number and address.
Students should indicate their year in school and
major. Faculty, administration and staff should
indicate their position and department Letters
whose authors cannot be verified will not be

Send letters to the ed i t or via e-mail to brr uthhart@e i u.edu

part/

printed. Depending on space constraints, we may
have to edit your letter,so keep it as concise as
possible. Letters can be sent to The Dally Eastern
N!1vsat 1811 Buzzard Hall, Charleston IL 61920;
faxed to 217 -581-2923; ore-mailed to
brruthhart@eiu.edu
EDITORIALS - The DaUy Eastern N!1vs prints
editorials that reflect the majority opinion of The
Dally Eastern N!1vs student editorial board.
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Seminar focused on how to be turn
negative thoughts into positive ones
By Shannon Partain
St;Jt wit«
Tina Leonard of the Counseling
Center told students they had control over their own fates at a seminar
called "Feeling Good Is a Gift to
Yourself" last night at the Martin
Luther King, Jr. University Union.
Her seminar covered reasons for
low self-esteem and how to turn
those negative feelings into positive
ones.
"Self-esteem Is a gift because it Is
something that we take care of it, it
is precious," she said. "It is something
we develop."
Leonard took her definition for
self-esteem from the book Tne
Power of Self -Esteem by Nathaniel
Branden. In his book, Branden

defmes self esteem as "the experience
that we are appropriate to life and
the requirements of life, confidence
in our ability to think and cope with
the basic challenges of life."
Leonard said that low selfesteem stems from doubt in self,
childhood messages developed by
parents, siblings and peers as well
physical aspects.
"I hate to hear parents tell their
children that they are bad," she said.
"The word (italics) bad has such an
impact."
"People look in the mirror to see
flaws," Leonard continued. "Nine
out of ten times a person will look in
the mirror and fmd something that
they are not happy about."
Some suggestions for improving
self esteem are having an attitude of

openness and curiosity to new ideas,
new experiences, and new possibilities of life; enjoying the humorous
aspects of life; finding comfort in
assertive behavior in oneself and
learning to take a compliment.
If someone says that you did
good say, "Thank you, I worked

hard."
Cinffany Berry, freshman elementary education major, came for
her health class but said, "(The seminar) made me think about the proper way to carry yourself, and that we
should appreciate ourselves."
Leonard stressed that individuals
should "never give up the conviction
that you have control over your life."
She also urged that people learn to
say "I can," rather than, "I can't," and
be less serious about life.

Mandy Marshall/Photo editor

Tina l eonard, from Eastern's counseling center, discusses issues concerning self-esteem at a lecture t itled, " Feeling Good is A Gift to Yourself"
Wednesday evening in t he Effingham room of the Martin luther King Jr.
University Union.

Senate looking to create tenant unions for off-campus students
By Jessica Danielewicz
Studert G(}lernment editor
The Student Senate Housing
Committee Is working on establishing a support network for off-campus students that may help them
deal with landlord Issues and find
housing.
Tenant unions exist at other
schools, and do what Eastern
already does, Housing Chair Alison

Mormino said Tuesday. However, a
tenant union at Eastern would combine services already provided by the
Student Senate to make sure they
are carried out.
The tenant union at the
University
of
Illinois
at
Champaign-Urbana works with
their legal services to help students
decipher leases and find housing
along with maintaining a landlord
data base for students to leave comments and complaints about their

landlords, among other services,
Mormino said.
While the tenant union at U of I
does not do advocacy, some groups
do, Mormino said.
A tenant union at Eastern would
work to maintain the current landlord registration system, located in
the Student Government Office,
but unutllized. The union will also
work with legal services to help students solve problems with their
landlords.

Work has started on the project
and the group should be in full
swing next semester, Mormino said.
Mormino said she hopes in the
future for the group to gain enough
clout to be a mediator for students
having problems with their landlords, possibly by sending a letter.
The tenant union at Western
Illinois University works as a mediator between students and landlords, Mormino said, and the service
is often used by students.

Currently, members of the
Housing Committee are working
with the project, but anyone interested Is welcome, Mormino said.
Mormino wants at least five to 10
students for the group, but will take
as many students that are interested.
Students interested in working
with the tenant union can stop by
the Student Government Office,
located on the second floor of the
Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union across from Copy Express.

CHARLIE GRAFF
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'The Mandrake' set in Graceland

By Tiffany Whaley
Staff Wiler

Parents, teachers and students
gathered in the Doudna Fine Arts
Center Wednesday evening for a hip
rendition of "The Mandrake."
The cast is dressed in a mix of 'SOs
style attire and traditional garb of
1518, the time when theplay waswritten.
The set becomes an olden-day
Graceiand, complete with a fountain
bust of Elvis
The play begins with a monologue
by Siro, played by Christopher Yonke.
Siro is a nerdy servant of Callimaco, a
Florence scholar, who has fallen in lust
with Lucrezia, a married woman.

Callimaco,
played by j ason
Steward, enlists the help of Ligurio,
played by jennie Pepsnik, to lure an
unsuspecting Lucrezia, Erin johnson,
into bed with him.
Lugurio, a man who "makes a living by deceiving other people," said
Callimaco, becomes the brains of the
scheming
Lord Nicia, Luke Gerdes, is the
unsuspecting husband of Lucrezia
who becomes entwined in the affair
because he hopes to impregnate his
wife through the help of Callimaco,
whom he believes is a fertility doctor.
Brother Timothy, Nic Camfield,
plays a greedy friar who helps the characters in many ways and hopes that he
will be compensated for it.

Madonna Sostrata, Michelle
Lindich, plays Lucrezia's mother who
accompanies her daughter to church
and convinces her to engage in the evil.
The play begins and ends with
dancing nymphs, played by j ennifer
Lee, Nina Sarnii, j essica Siegal, and
Debra Bretenbach, that break up the
scenes and somewhat narrate the tale.
The play offers an Elvis twist to an
old tale. Callimaco, Ligurio, and
Brother T imothy are all dressed in
Elvis-style clothing with Callimaco
and Ligurio playing central Elvis figures, swiveling their hips and curling
their lips.
The play runs from March 20-23
at 7 p.m. and March 24 at 2 p.m. in the
Doudna Fine Arts Center.

Requirements for minors could change
By Scott Miller
Administration reporter

Credit requirements may increase
for students hoping to graduate with
a foreign language minor if the
Council on Academic Affairs
approves the request T hursday.
The foreign language department
is requesting that CAA change the
minimum credit requirement of 17
semester hours to 20 semester hours
to "create a stronger minor," Stephen
Canfield, chair and associate professor of foreign languages, said.
Currently, a student in the foreign language minor program must
complete nine semester hours in

advanced courses of the 3000 or
4000 level. If the request is passed, a
student would be required to complete 12 hours of those courses.
Students must also take four
semester hours of FLG 2201 G and
four semesters of FLG 2202G. That
would be 20 total semester hours to
graduate with the minor.
H owever, some students may
avoid taking some or all of the lower
level courses with permission from
the department chair if they had
three or four years of a foreign language in high school.
"Someone who already speaks
Spanish, German or French fluently
would certainly be allowed to skip

the lower division courses," Canfield
said.
There are two ways for a student
to do this, Canfield said.
One is to take four semester
hours in the lower level course along
with the proposed 12 hours of
advanced courses.
Another option , "for students
who came in with four or five years
of foreign language from high
school," may skip all of the lower
level courses and go straight to the
advanced courses.
CAA will meet to discuss the
issue at 2 p.m. Thursday in the
Arcola-Tuscola Room of the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union.

in the nomination process
of several positions
By Anne Rademacher
Staff writer

The Residence H all Association will vote on constitutional
changes at Thursday night's meeting. RH A president Kevin
Leverence said the RHA will propose a change in the nomination
process for executive board positions.
Currently candidates for positions are nominated by other
RHA members. If nominees accept the candidate position they
deliver a speech and engage in a question and answer interview
with RHA members.
The proposed change in the constitution will allow active RHA
members to nominate themselves for positions. Applicants will be
required to submit a resume if this motion passes.
Leverence emphasized the benefits of the self-nomination
process because it gives people outside of the RHA an opportunity to voice preference of candidates through hall council.
The RHA is seeking the approval to change the current standard of possible candidates. Instead of requiring potential candidates to vote on seven different occasions, anyone will be eligible
to run for an executive board position after attending four meetings.
"The seven-meeting rule eliminates qualified candidates,"
Leverence said.
Another constitutional change to be voted on will extend the
term of those elected for the training to be National
Communication
Coordination/Illinois
Communication
Coordination representative.
The RH A will vote one whether to extend the elects' training
session to a full year.
Last year, the representative transferred schools, leaving the
RHA with no other option than to elect an untrained replacement.
The current representative, jessica Jarrett, will be replaced at
tomorrow's meeting. Jarrett's term is up and she will be moving off
campus next term, therefore she will not be eligible for re-election.

One week
to prepare .... •••
New Arrivals!!
Delicious, Cold

Spring Teacher Placement Day
Wed., March 27, 2002
10:00 am- 3:00 pm
MLK University Union
Ballrooms
Over 170 Schools Participating

$3.95 +Tax
As Always,
Eat Lotsa Boxa
Dine - i n • Carry Out • De livery

345- BOXA

Bring Resumes!
Dress Professionally!
Visit www.jobsrv.eiu.edu to see a list
of participating schools!
Sponsored by Career Services
Rm 3040 SSB, 581·2412
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Showing of movie
'Vagabond' to honor
women's history
By Cristina Rodriguez
Staff writer

In honor of Women's History Month, the Women's
Resource Center will show the award winning
film."Vagabond ." and lead a discussion following the movie.
The film will be presented at 4 p.m. Thursday in the
Women's Resource Center, located in the basement of
Stevenson Hall.
The presentation is free to all students and refreshments
will be offered.
The movie is about a woman named Mona, an aimless
drifter who desperately wants to fmd freedom in her life.

Shamrock Kids
Autumn Peterson, a senior marketing major, and Jessica Junge, a junior elementary education maj or, receive a
donation from Kerri Vincent, a sophomore sociology major, during the Kappa Delta Shamrock Event Wednesday
afternoon outside of the Wai-Mart Supercenter.

''

I want students to feel good about women and
women's history and achievements.

Over 60 high school students come to
Eastern for the Illinois Academic Challenge
By Heather Robinson
Activities editor

Eastern students won't be the
only pupils taking tests on campus
Thursday.
More than 60 Illinois high
schools will send some of their
brightest students to Eastern to
compete in the sectional level of the
Illinois Academic Challenge.
The Academic Challenge is an
academic tournament in which both
individuals and entire schools compete by taking tests in areas such as
biology, chemistry, computer fundamentals, engineering graphics,

E nglish, mathematics and physics.
The tests were created by college
professors from around the state and
have been compared to Advanced
Placement tests that qualify high
school students for college credit
The sectional level of the competition is co-sponsored by Worldwide
Youth in Science and E ngineering,
based out of the University of
lllinois-Cacs professor and chair of
the pre-engineering program, said
the day will begin with a brief opening ceremony by Mary Anne
Hanner, acting dean of the College
of Sciences, and Margaret Messer,
associate director of the Honors

Program.
Storm said Messer will give the
students information about what the
Honors Program has to offer them.
Testing will immediately follow
the ceremony at 9:20 a.m in the
Grand Ballroom of the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union.
Hanner and Storm will present
individual awards and team trophies during a ceremony, slated to
begin at 1:15 p.m. in the Grand
Ballroom.
Local schools advancing to
Eastern's sectional competition are
Charleston , Effmgham, Marshall
and Neoga.

Robin Murray,
Women's Resource Center

''

One of the main ideas that the film identifies is connecting
with others, but also confronting them with the idea of freedom.
"Vagabond" won ftrst prize at the Venice Film Festival and
Sandrine Bonnaire won best actress for the role she played at
the L os Angeles Film Festival and the French Cesar Film
Festival.
"Through this film , students will learn about great film
making and also see how women directors, such as Agnes
Varda, the director of Vagabond, show their talents through
films ," said Robin Murray of the Women's Resource Center.
After the film, Murray will conduct an informal discussion
to talk about and answer any questions that the audience may
have about the movie or any other women's issues.
"I want students to feel good about women and women's
history and achievements," Murray said.
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There's
Something New
At

FREE 6'' SUB

when you purchase another 6" sub of equal or greater
value, chips and a 32-oz. fountain <hink.
Please present this coupon before ordering. Not valid ifaltered or
duplicated. Not valid on delivery. One order per coupon. One coupon per customer per visit.
Customer must pay any sales tax due. Not good in combination vo~th any other offer.
Cash value lf!()() of!¢. Offer expires 4 / 1 9 / 02

Offer good at the following location:
430 W. Lincoln • Charleston, IL • 345-7827
Wo Wn Soldim R
Daily 4:00 7;10 10:10
The Time M~ellil\t PG13
oany 4:10 6:45 9:15
Resident Evll
R
Daily 4:50 7:30 9:50
lctll\ge
PG
Daily 5:00 7:20 9:30
John Q PG13 Ends
Dalty 10:05
TonighU
SIIOWt!me
PG 13
0-alty 4:2'0 NO 9:30
Dragonfly J>G13 Ends
Daily 5:10 7:40 Tonight!
40 Ctays & 40 Nights R
Dally 5:20 7:50 10:00
tn The Bedroom R Ends
4:45 8:00

Simply.

For A Good Honest Sandwich.

Papa John's

1 Large Spinach Alfredo Pizza
on\)'

$1 Q99

or

1 Large 6 Cheese Blend Pizza

~;~r~~~i8~~t~s~rrrx

$X 50 Day Spa Package
$50 Gift Certificate to Gateway Liquor
$35 Cash
T·Shlm, Prizes, Glvt~JWilYSII

$1.75 Single Limon Bacardi 0 Mixers
$3.50 Doubles
FRf~ RFFJLL on P~m &Soft Oriflks!

:::::=::11

IIIUIPij]l llll

0 n\)'

$1 Q99

Free
Delivery
We accept
Visa and
Mastercard

Het ter Tngredients.

Bener.Pizza.

426 W . Lincoln Ave nu e

348-8282

Classifiedadv~rJJ§.igg __
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Help wanted

For rent

For rent

For rent

For rent

For rent

$250 a day potential bar tending.
Training provided 1-800-293-3985
ext. 539
-,-,---...,...,..,---,---::.,------,-4/2
Help Wanted: Photographers
Assistant , Photoshop experience
helpful. Call Cobb's portraits at
345-6211 .
,.---,----,-----...,-,.-,---,-415
Daytime sitter needed for infant
and 4 year old. Beginning July
thru the schoolyear. Must have
local references. Early Childhood
Major preferred.
345-6457 for
details.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/29

2 Fall rental homes 4/5 BR, 5 BR,
with 2 baths WID. AIC trash paid
within 2 blocks campus 345-3253
-,-----,-----,---::---.,...--,-~-3/22
House for 4 or 5 gins WID central
AIC, 2 baths trash paid Furnished
if requested Close to campus 3453253

2BR apt, 1/2 block to Rec Ctr.
cable incl, central ale, some balconies, $230/person. 345-4489,
Wood Rentals, Jim Wood,
Realtor.
.,..,-,::------,------..,.--·3/29
2BR apts close to Buzzard.
$475/12 months. Water Incl. Low
utilities, A/C, coin laundry, ample
parking.
345-4489,
Wood
Rentals, Jim Wood, Realtor.
3/29
-=B-=R=
ITT
=A
.,..,N""'Y--::
R.,-,ID~G=-=E=-T
=o
=-w
..,.,..,
N--HO.USES for 3-5 persons. Unbeatable
floor plan, 3&4BR, deck, central
ale, washer/dryer, dishwasher, 2
1/2 baths. From $188-$251/person. 345-4489, Wood Rentals,
Jim Wood, Realtor.
...,---,--,----,-.,--.,---·3/29
On the Square - 2 bedroom partially furnished apartments. Call
345-4336
.,----=-=,---,-----...,.--·3/29
3 BR House, washer/dryer,
Parking, Paid trash, $260/month
and utilities. 1ST TIME RENTAL.
Call Brian 345-1402.
-:--------,-...,.--·3/29
On campus apts., 1812 9th,
behind EIU police. 2, 3 & 4 bdrm.
Extra nice and furnished, laundry
room, parking lot, trash paid.
Available Aug . 2002. 122 mo.
lease. Call for appoint. Leave
message. 348-0673.
3/29
"'
E=
FF"'I..,.
C"'
I E,...N"'C.,...
Y~A"'P:-::T:-.-LO
,_.C
,_.A
.,.,T=E·D AT
501 1/2 TAYLOR FULLY FURNISHED AVAILABLE AUGUST
2002. LEASE & DEPOSIT
REQUIRED. CALL 345-7522,
AFTER 5:30 CALL 345-9462,
ASK FOR LARRY.
3/29
--H-=o-u-=sE
==F:-::
0-=
R~R"'E"'N,.,...
T A.,.,J'=-5-=-o,1 .TAYLOR. GREAT LOCATION 3
BLOCKS FROM CAMPUS, 3
BEDROOMS FOR 3 OR 4 STUDENTS. A/C CARPETED EXCELLENT CONDITION. CALL 3457522, AFTER 5:30 CALL 345-9462
--::,-::-,....-----:-=------·3/29
4 BR house. WID, big yard and
deck. Available after June 30,
near park and EIU. 10 or 12 mo
lease. Call348-7563 after 6pm.
4/3
LA
.,-,R
=-G
=-E
=-=F,...
U=
R..,..
N""
IS~H.,.,E:-::D,--1 BR
=-=---=FOR
RENT ABOVE 4TH STREET
RECORDS. PERFECT FOR 1
OR 2. RENT INCLUDES HEAT,
WATER & TRASH. THIS UNIT
WILL GO QUICKLY! 345-7717
.,-----,----,---.,--------,4/3
2 be<toom house, 3 blocks from
campus, 10-12 month lease, off
street parking. Trash paid 348-1200
~..,------,----,----,--,---,--413
Well maintained 3 bedroom, 2
bath house, off street parking, furnished, washer/dryer, dishwasher,
4 blocks from campus, 10-12
month lease, trash paid. 348-1200
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/3

2/3 bedroom apt. $170/person 3
bdrrn house 1810 Johnson
Summer only House 1806 11th.
348-5032
4/8
,....
N-=
E,..,.
W..,--1-=BE
=D
= --A,....,P,...,'A-=R-=
TcM-=EcN=Ts- 1
BLOCK NORTH OF OLD MAIN
ON 6TH STREET. Central heat
and ale, laundry facility, includes
trash service. Perfect for serious
students or couples. Available
August 1, 2002. Call 348-8249.
.,---,..-,-----,---,---,~-4/1 2
2 Bedroom Apt for 2-3 people.
Includes heat, water, trash.
$500/month. 897-6266.
.,..-,,-------,------,---,-4112
2 Bedroom unit now available for
Fall 2002. Good Location just
North
of
Morton
Park.
$450/month; tenant pays all utilities. 897-6266.
.,---::--,---------,--...,..-4112
3 Bedroom house available for
Fall 2002; tenants pay all utilities.
811 11th street. 897-6266.
--,---,----,-----,..,---,...-..,..-4112
4 Bedroom house for 3-4 people.
Recently remodeled. Tenants pay
all utilities. For Fall 2002. 954 4th
street. 897-6266.
-=----=---,-----.,...----=--4/12
For Rent three Apts. Close to
Campus Rent $265 to $325 For
information call 345-2086.
=-----,.---,...----4/15
Two students need two more to
share nice house close to campus. $175/month and shared utilities. 348-3968
--...,----,-,-----,-----,-----,4/19
4 bdrm 2 bath house for students.
Large closet, WID, low util. 10-12
mo lease, close to campus.
Available 1st 234-8774
-----..,------,..-----,---,~00
Upperclassmen/ Graduate Students.
Single
Efficiency
Apartment.
Avaiable for 2002 School Year. Quiet
neighborhood. Close to campus.
Furnished. Utilities induded. 1G-12
month lease. $320. 345-7678.

Unique 1 BR Loft 2 Blks from
Campus Furnished. Lg. Kitchen.
Stove/Frig. Skylight. Trash Pd
$400. 345-5088
BRAND NEW, LARGE 4 BEDROOM, 2 BATHROOM APTS. ON
EDGAR DR. WASHER/DRYER
INCLUDED. AVAILABLE FOR
FALL $275/PERSON. 348-1067
..,-----,---,---,:--~..,-::--:---~00
Leasing for Fall 2002. Several 1
bedroom apts, efficiency apts and
a 3 bedroom house all within
walking distance to Eastern. Call
348-0006
---,,----..,---,-..,-..,--,---~oo
1 BR apt. furnished/unfurnished.
4 location. 1041 7th St., 9361 4th
St., 4061 /2 6th St., 1542 4th
Street. $350-$500/mo. No pets
345-7286

3 BR furnished apts, ale, very
nice, 1051 7th St & 406 1/2 6th St.
Parking, no pets, 345-7286.
.,----=-=--...,-------00
2 BR townhouse apartment.
Furnished. Trash pick-up included. 2 blocks from campus. Call
348-0350
,__.,...,...,..,..,..---=--=-==-=---,-.,--.,---oo
Fall 2002 - 2 BR furnished apartment. Low utilities. 10 month
lease. Near campus. 345-5048.
00
-=sE
=I=T"'
S,..,
I N.,-,G:-:E:-:R:----,A""
PA
.,..,R
"'T=-:M
""'E
=cN
--:TS
1611 9TH ST. 1 BLOCK EAST OF
OLD MAIN. NOW LEASING
SUMMER 2002 and FALL 20022003. APARTMENTS COMPLETELY
FURNISHED-HEAT
AND GARBAGE ALSO FURNISHED. 3 MONTHS AND 9
MONTHS. CALL 345-7136.

-,----...,..----------~~~00

--~-=-..,..-------00

For rent
Best value 2 BR furnished house.
Low utilities, pool table, water and
garbage included. $270/person.
348-0288.
.,..-,,..,-----,----:-:-,....,--:-=-o-3/21
2 BR apts from $380-$550. Call
345-4489, Woods Rentals, Jim
Wood, Realtor.
.,..-,-,--,---,--,---.,-----=3/21
3 BR bargain-priced apts. Really
good. $140/person. 345-4489,
Woods Rentals, Jim Wood,
Realtor.
-:--:--,-,....----,-----:-~3/21
1, 2, 3 bdrm starting at $230 per
person. 345-6533.
-.,-------,------,----,3/21
4 Bedroom house with WI D.
Close to campus. 4 gins, no pets.
345-9670
.,---.,--.,----...,-------,--3/22
2 nice homes, 1 for 4 and 1 for 5.
$250 each person. 345-7530.
-:-=-=-c-=:--::-:--:-=--:-:-.,..----:--::--3/22
GREAT LOCATION! 1/2 Block to
campus. Newly remodeled - 4
bedroom apartment & 3 Bedroom
apartment. Furnished or not.
Trash included. Reasonable Rent.
345-6967.
-,---------,-----,,...---3/22
Nice Houses Near Campus. 5
bedroom
&
7
bedroom.
Reasonable Rent included washers/dryers, dishwashers, central
air, trash pickup & mowing. 3456967
.,-------,--,---,----,--3/22
2 bedroom, 2 bath, air conditioned furnished house. Recently
remodeled, parking, trash paid.
No pets. 11 month lease, close
to campus, $235/month. 3488994.
.,..-,,-----,,---...,-----,----:--,-3/22
6 Bdrm, 2 bath, furnished house,
recently remodeled, parking, trash
paid. No Pets. 11 month lease,
close to campus. $255/month.
348-8994.
.,....,.-,.....,----.,...------,----,-3/22
2&3 Bedroom apts. 1 block north
of Dominoes. Remodeled, WID.
345-1521 .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/22

.,....--,---,-----,----3/22
3-4 bedroom house, semi-furnished, A/C, 2 bathrooms, no
pets. $245/person/month. Call
345-0922.
-,-,-=-==-=c..,.,..,=-.,--=c=-=--...,.--·3/22
OLDETOWNE APTS. 1,2 & 3
BEDROOM APTS. ALL APTS
CLOSE TO CAMPUS. 345-6533
(OLDE).
3/22
1 -1~
/2~B
~L~O~C~K~S,-NO
~
RT
=H--=O~
F · OLD
MAIN ON 6TH ST. 1 BEDROOM
APARTMENTS, LOW UTILITIES,
INCLUDES LAUNDRY FACILITY
AND GARBAGE SERVICES.
AVAILABLE AUGUST 15, 2002.
CALL 348-8249.
.,-----,----,--,-...,--...,--..,.-,·3/23
2 bedroom, 2 bath air conditioned
furnished house, recently remodeled, parking, trash paid. No pets.
11 month lease, close to campus.
$235/month 348-8994
.,..,.--.,..,.--...,----,--,----,-,--,-3/26
02-03 School Year. New 3 bedroom, 1 1/2 bathroom duplex. 3
blocks from campus. WID, central
air, appliances. 348-0394
.,..,---,-,----,--...,-----,----,-3/26
02--{)3 school year. 6 bedroom, 2
bathroom house. 2 1/2 blocks
from campus. WID, appliances.
348-0394
.,....,--,----...,-...,--.,---,-,---3/26
2-3 bdrm. unit, Central Air, New
appliances, low utilities, 10 month
lease, No pets. 3 blks to Lantz.
346-3583
-==-c.,....,-,-~-..,.-~=---3/27
VERY UNIQUE 1,2&3 BdrmApts.
Cathedral ceilings, loft bdrms, private sun deck, A/C, Off street
parking. Trash & Water Included
in rent. MUST SEE! Call 3480819, Leave message.
...,---.,---...,----,-----3/29
Clean house for 3, near campus.
1104 4th St $250/each. 345-2564
3BR house for 3-4, 1 block to El U,
close to Stix, Krackers, etc. Ugly,
but
mechanically
sound.
$750/mo. 345-44899, Wood
Rentals, Jim Wood, Realtor.
.,..,-,::----=-==-=-=-=-=---...,---"7:·3/29
3BR apts, BEST DEAL for$$$ for
3 persons. Good Modem Bldg,
ale. $140/person. 345-4489,
Wood Rentals, Jim Wood,
Realtor.
~=------,---,----,-_..,:3/29
4BR house for 4, great 1Oth Street
location, 1 1/2 baths, a/c. 3454489, Wood Rentals, Jim Wood,
Realtor.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/29
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Away from campus, 2 BR furnished/unfurnished. Very nice,
spacious, 106 W Jackson, 124
5th, 210 6th, no pets, 345-7286.
.,--:-::-...,---,-----=--..,...,...-..,--oo
2 BR furnished/unfurnished apt.
Great location, laundry, all electric, ale, off street parking. 1041
7th St., no pets, 345-7286.
__,..,-___,...,---,---------...,oo
2 BR unfurnished apt, very nice,
all electric, ale, off street parking,
1530 1st. No pets 345-7286.
___________________00

LINCOL NWOOD PI NETR EE APTS.

TERRIFIC APA RTMENTS

345-6000
2219 S . 9th St. Apt. 17 & 2020 lOth St.

Good selection of apartmen ts still available!

A 3 BR Duplex Apt. WID, water
and trash included. $225 each, 3
people. Available June 1st. Not
close to campus. 232-0656.

Campus Clips

~=-----~=--=--,---.,..,~oo

4BR House 1520 10th Very NICE.
Stove/Frig. Wash/Dry. Dishwasher.
CIA. 4 people-$250 ea 345-5088

~=----,...---,----::-:-~--~00

5BR Apt 1 B k from Stix-3 from EIU
Stove/Frig. Wash/Dry. Partly Fum.
Trash Pd. NICE. $250 ea 345-5088

~,.-.,..,----.,-,-,~---=-~~~00

4BR House 1020 7th 2 Full Baths.
Stove/Frig. Washer/Dryer. 4 people-$250 ea 345-5088
---,------,~,----...,-~--~00
Unique 2BR Apt 2 Blks from
Campus. Sunken Living Room.
Stove/Frig. Fum. Trash Pd. $275
ea 345-5088

------------------~00

Crossword
27 Golf course
ACROSS
adj unct
1 Bargaining
ploys
29 Squeegee
7 Mathematician
31 Fuzzy-skinned
Charles
fruits
32 River formed by
14 Ring out
the Congaree
16Worn down
and Wateree
17 Barking up the
33 Chingachgook,
wrong tree
for one
18 K ind of vowel in
36 Casting choic"loop"
es?
19 Cartoon million37 Voters' problem
aire created by
Harold Gray
38 Something to
remember, with
21 Well-chosen
"the"
22 1987-91
39 Capital succesMideast
sor to Calcutta
hostage Terry
40 Particular
23 Blinking light,
strength
maybe
26 Regulu s's con- 41 Agreed upon
stellation
44 Little one

Large 3 Bedroom house near
Morton Park. Screened Front
Porch.
Private
Backyard.
Available May 15 No Pets. 3456370. Leave Message.
--..,...,.,...,..,..-.,....,-..,-:-=---00
Lease NOW to July - 2 Bedroom
unfurnished apartment w/garage.
Close to Campus - Stove, Refrig,
dishwasher, 1 car garage.
Trash/water paid. Two Adults
$250 each per month. 955 4th
Street. Call348-7746
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00

CHRISTIAN CAMPUS FELLOWSHIP. Bunch-for-Lunch Thursday 11:30-1:00.
University Food Coun.
CHEERTEAM. ClinirJTryoutsApril 13-14, 8-4(Sat); 9-2 (Sun) in Lantz Arena.
Medical forms must be submitted by April 1st. These can be obtained in Old
Main, Rm 3614 (Dr. While).
RESIDENCE HALL ASSOCIATION. Campus Perk ThlJ's March 21, 8 pm - midnight in Thomas Hall Basement Open mic night TONIGHT from 10 pm to midnight. Come sing, play, or read a poem. All are welcome!!
STUDENT GOVERNMENT. RSO Informational Meeting tonight 6-7 pm in Casey
Room in University Union. Help plan for the annual Recognized Student
Organization Banquet. For more info call 581 -7673.
INTERVARSITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP. Large Group Meeting tonight at 7
pm in Martinsville Rm. Come join us as we learn how to study & understand the
Bible.
NATIONAL SOCIETY OF COLLEGIATE SCHOLARS. Meeting tonight at 5:30 m
in Greenup Rrn. Come to discuss Special Olympics, induction, and help make
·Happy Spring· cards and posters to be distributed to a local nursing home.

No.0207

Edited by Will Shortz
45 Jim's portrayer
in "Gentleman
Jim"
47 It might be broken into quarters
48 Cartoon millionaire created by
Carl Barks
53 Displeased
spectator's cry
55 Anticipated
56 Unauthorized
57 Maria
(Hungarian
queen)
58 Shade trees
59 E-mailer

DOWN
1 Kind of gown
2 Delaware Indian
3 Unfazed by
ANSWER TO TODAY'S PUZZLE 4 Crossing point
5 Wrath
6 It's not seen on
cable TV
7 Toy since 1959
8 More or less
9 Cartoon millionaire created by
Bob Kane
10 C.D. seller
11 Signifies
12 "0 h, my!"
13 Baseball Hallof-Farner Roush
15 Attracted
-.~=-a.:=.a.:.:.....:.~..:=.~ 20 Glad

~-+--11-+--1-+--+-

24 Rancher's purchase
25 They're often
unearthed
27 Cartoon millionaire created by
Alfred HelVey
28 On vacation
30 Concerning
31 Friends and
neighbors
32 Cut open
33 Fashioned

34 German
automaker
35 Worn part of a
shoe
36 One end of the
political spectrum
38 Synthesizer
innovator Bob
40 Makes translucent
41 Blotto
42 Protect, in a
way

43 William Shatner
sci-fi novel
46 Archetypical
W.W. II metalworker
49 Nattily dressed
50
scale
51 Ontario natives
52 Actress Laura
53 It's hung around
the neck
54 "Bravo!"
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School board votes to eliminate positions
By Rob Skala
Staff writer

T he Charleston School Board
met Wednesday and discussed
staffing proposals, including cutting as many as five teaching jobs,
to deal with budget cuts.
The board passed a motion by a
vote of 4-3 that will eliminate an
athletic secretary and a library
aide, and will leave unfilled three
teaching positions left vacant due
to retirements.
Under this motion, a teacher
will also be transferred from
jefferson Middle School to Carl
Sandburg E lementary School,
which means that jefferson will
lose three teachers.
The meeting, which was held at
the administrative offices of the
Community Unit School District,
was highly attended, with many
community members voicing their
opinions and concerns.
School Board President Patrice
Stratton began the discussion of
staffing cuts by outlining the fiscal
problems the board is experiencing
and the ways in which the board
has tried to cut costs.
"The fact that we have had
financial difficulties for many years
is not a surprise," Stratton said.
Stratton described the loss of
revenue the board has experienced

as a result of state budget cuts and
said that the board has tried to
save money in creative ways, but
that cutting some teaching positions was still necesary.
"There is nothing sinister or
dishonest in the way the board has
tried to bring expenses under control," Stratton said, "We are not
alone in having to face difficult
decisions."
Superintendent Ted Wetekamp
then outlined five options for cutting staff positions to save money.
The options each called for
eliminating some combination of
positions including two categoryfour clerks, an athletic secretary, a
library aide, three teaching positions left vacant by retirements,
two other teaching positions and a
psychology internship.
The board then opened the
meeting to discussion and comments from the community and
board members.
"We need to look at the longterm situation," said board member Patty Fehrenbacher.
Board member Ron Miller
added, "the more aggressive we can
be now, the less aggressive we will
have to be later."
Gail Mason, another board
member, said that the board had
$3.6 million in reserves and suggested that they wait a year to "see

where the money is then."
Mason also voiced her concern
that the jefferson school would be
unfairly burdened by the staffing
cuts.
Mason then proposed a motion
for an "option six," which would
eliminate the two clerk positions
and would allow only one of the
three positions left open after
retirements to go unfilled. The
motion died when no one seconded it.
The next motion proposed
called for the elimination of the
two clerk positions, the three positions that had been held by the
retiring teachers, and one teaching
position each at Carl Sandburg
and jefferson schools.
The motion was defeated by a
4-3 vote.
The board also voted unanimously not to renew the contracts
of several teachers that had been
found to be certified but not qualified and several aides whose positions were funded by federal and
state grants that were no longer
available.
Susie Spoo, 3121 Oakwood
Drive, president of the Charleston
Education Association teachers
union, said: "we're always disappointed with any teaching cuts, but
we're happy no individuals lost
their jobs."

Local prevention
program seeks interns

By Brandi Volk
City editor
I Sing the Body E lectric, a
Mattoon arts program, is
searching for interns to help
with its prevention programs
this fall.
The college interns travel to
junior high schools in the area
to work with students and help
create after-school progams.
Students can pick one prevention topic out of four areas
including alcohol, drugs, teen
sexuality and suicide. T he
interns help the students create
a project to present to their
peers. Also, any materials that
students need is funded by I
Sing the Body Electric.
One program Eastern students could assist in is Body
Electric Tobacco Refusal. T h e
other project interns are needed
for distributing surveys of
health issues to help the Centers
for Disease Control. The purpose of the survey is to fmd out
health issues that high school
students have, Director Gaye
Harrison of I Sing the Body

E lectric said.
I Sing the Body E lectric,
founded in 1997, serves seven
counties: Coles, Cumberland,
Moultrie, Edgar, Clark, Douglas,
and Shelby. Overall, the group
serves 27 high schools.
They look for college interns
with any major. They like their
interns to be flexible and able to
keep order in a disorderly
atmosphere, Harrison adds.
They hope to have their intern
positions filled by the end of the
school year.
Harrison said it is beneficial
if a possible intern has a car, but
it is not necessary. Interns are
paid $7 per hour and are compensated for gas mileage.
They have seven positions
open, but five underclassmen
interns may be returning. If so,
this would leave only two slots
open for interns. Also, they have
two graduate assistanceships
open that they need to fill.
"We have some wonderful
feedback from interns. It's a
good experience," she said.
For more information on
interning call: 1-888-550-7 464.

Classifiedadv~r!i2iD.g _ _ __
For rent

For rent

Sublessors

Sublessors

Announcements

Announcements

AVAILABLE JANUARY 2002:
LARGE 2 & 3 BEDROOM
APARTMENTS LOCATED NEXT
TO THE BUZZARD BUILDING.
RECENTLY RECARPETED. FOR
LEASING INFORMATION CALL
348-0157 OR 581 -3681 or
www.lanmanproperties.com.

ALL GALS very clean 2 bdrm furnished apt water, trash, laundry
room all included for $260/each
on the corner 1111 2nd St right to
park . Daytime 235-3373 Evening
348-5427.
___________________00

SUBLESSORS NEEDED! 2 bedroom close to campus. June &
July Summer of 2002. Call 3486480
_________________.3/22
Sublesssors needed spacious 2
br on 7th June-Mid August 3450865.
_________________.3/37
Sublessors needed for Summer
2002. 3 bedroom on campus and
fully furnished. For more information call 348-1878.
__________________;3/29
One person needed to share 3
bedroom apartment for 20022003 school year. One person
needed to share 3 bedroom
house for 2002-2003 school year.
Both close to campus, furnished
10 1/2 month lease. Call 3452516
_________________4/5

NEEDED: SUBLESSORS FOR
SPRING 2002(2 LARGE 2 BEDROOM APTS) LOCATED ON 9TH
ST. MID-CAMPUS. FULLY FURNISHED, INDIRECT WALL LIGHTING, CERAMIC TILED LIVING
ROOMS AND KITCHENS AND
SKY LIGHTS. FOR ADDITIONAL
LEASING INFORMATION, CALL
348-0157 OR 581-3681 or
www.lanmanproperties.com.
___________________02

Study Abroad
Informational
Session March 21 , 6 pm, 2030
LH. Get your questions answered
about Study Abroad!
_________________3~ 1
FRATERNITIES- SORORITIES
CLUBS-STUDENT GROUPS
Eam $1000-$2000 with the easy
Campusfundraiser.com
three
hour fundraising event. Does not
involve credit card applications.
Fundraising dates are filling quickly, so call today!
Contact
at
Campusfundraiser.com
(888)923-3238, or visit www.campusfundraiser.com.
_________________3~ 1
Pink Panther Tryouts Sunday,
March 24, 10:00 am in Lantz
Student Rec Center. All who will
be full-time students during 200203 are eligible.
_________________3122

JUST SPENCE'S 1148 6TH 3451469 HUGE SALE!!! 4 TUBS
FULL OF SHOES $1 A PAIR 2
RACKS $1&2 EACH- DON'T
MISS!
__________________;3126

------------------~00

Lease NOW to July - AVAILABLE
FALL 2 Bedroom Unfurnished
Apartment. Stove, Refrig, A/C.
Trash paid. Two Adults $230
each per month. 1305 18th
Street. Call 348-7746.

------------------~00

AVAILABLE FALL - 2 Bedroom
Furnished & Unfurnished Apts.
Stove, Refrig, A/C, Trash paid.
Adults
$230
each
Two
Unfurnished/
$250
each
Furnished. 2002 S 12th Street.
Call 348-7746

------------------~00

NICE STUDIO 1, 2 AND 3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS, FURNISHED. CLOSE TO CAMPUS
AND BUZZARD.
SEPARATE
LEASES, POOL, VOLLEYBALL
COURT AND LAUNDRY. LINCOLNWOOD PINETREE. 345-0000.
___________________00
For Rent 1,2, and 3 bedroom furnished apartments on campus.
Signing incentives. Call348-1479
___________________00
BELL RED DOOR APTS. 1,2, & 3
BEDROOM,
OFF
STREET
PARKING. NUMBER OF STUDENTS NEGOTIABLE, CITY
INSPECTED AND APPROVED.
OFFICE 345-1266 OR 346-3161.

------------------~00

Avail 11/01- June 02: • Newly
remolded, 4 Bedroom house,
Central Air, Off-street parking.
Waking distance to EIU. 276-5537

------------------~00

1 bedroom apt, 1 or 2 persons,
1542 4th st. excellent. condition,
all electricity, c/a quiet, reserve
parking. No pets 345-7286

------------------~00
2 bedroom apt, across from Rec center excellent condition. all electricity,
cia, parking. No pets 345-7286.

------------------~00

APARTMENTS1,2,3 bdrm
excellent location, excellent condition. furnished & unfurnished.
No pets. 345-7286

------------------~00

2- Large 2 Bedroom Apts, furnished or unfurnished 904 7th St.
No pets. Call 345-7286.
___________________00
Four students needed to lease
large townhouse for Fall 2002.
Central air, dishwasher, disposal,
washer & dryer. Trash paid.
Available August 15th. No pets.
345-6370. No Pets.
___________________00
1,2,3&4 Bedroom Apts. Available
2002-2003 fall -Spring school
year. Leases begin Aug 15, 2002.
10 &1 1 month leases available.
Security deposit required. No pets
3&4 Bedroom units. Choice location, close to campus. 348-8305
___________________00
LOCATION, LOCATION, LOCATION! House for 4. Available Fall
20002. $250 per person. 348-0181.
___________________00
Nice 1 Bedroom apartment close
to campus. $350 per month. Call
345-0652, leave a message.
___________________00
4 BR house at 1218 Division,
across the street from Morton
Park. $220 each. Day: 235-3373.
Evening: 348-5427.
___________________00
1 bdrm house avail May 1st security deposit, $300/per month. 2
bdrm furnished apt on the square
avail Aug 1st carpeted, central air,
dishwasher secu rity deposit
$450/per month. 345-4010.
___________________00
Summer and next year, 1&2 BR
apartments. Furnished, very
large. Ideal for couples. $350-450
per apartment. 743 6th st Call
581 -7729(days)
or
3456127(evenings)
___________________00

For sale
FOR SALE. Suzuki Motorcycle
GSX600F, Red, White and Black,
Vance and Hines, Jetted, K&N,
New Tires, $1800 Matt 348-6195
_________________412

Personals
Delta Chi - Good Luck at
Shamrock on Saturday. From
your Kappa Delta coaches.

-,-----,----,~--.,..,~=-----3/21

Carolyn of KD I HEAR you are doing
great with greek sing. Love, Kassner
_________________ 3/21

ooor£SBURY

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

MOTHER GOOSE& GRIMM

MOM IS SUCH
A f>e5S!M\ST.

BY MIKE PETERS
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Ryan: budget crisis worsening

SPRINGFIELD, III. (AP) Gov. George Ryan briefed legislative
leaders Wednesday about a state
budget problem he says has worsened since the first of the year.
Ryan said personal income tax
receipts were down $180 million in
January and February from typical
levels and that the state still faces a
$400 million Joss in revenue because
of an economic stimulus plan
President Bush signed into Jaw earlier this month.
The governor said no one discussed possible solutions, while
Republican legislative leaders said
several options were floated.
Among those proposed by
D emocrats, according to Senate
President James "Pate" Philip, R-

Wood Dale, were tax increases on
riverboat casinos and cigarettes proposals he said he won't make.
"I don't think that flies reaJJy well
with guys who are running for reelection," Philip said.
Before the Bush plan became
Jaw, the state faced a budget hole of
as much as $750 million because ofa
weakened economy and falling revenues. Ryan cut about $450 million
from the spending plan last fall and
has proposed laying off as many as
3,800 state workers in the budget
year that begins july 1.
Bush's economic boost Jowers
federal business taxes, which means
state taxes would decrease, too. That
would mean a Joss of $250 million in
state revenue in the coming budget

year and $150 million thats shared
with local governments.
H ouse Republican Leader Lee
Daniels of E lmhurst said Ryan
mentioned the prospect of "decoupling" state tax rates from federal
rates, meaning that state rates would
remain constant and continue
pumping revenue into state coffers
while federal tax rates fall.
Ryan denied discussing any solutions.
"We haven't discussed any of
that," he said. "We understand that
the budget is in tough shape, and we
are all going to work together to see
if we can get it worked out."
Ryan
spokesman
D ennis
Culloton did not immediately return
phone calls seeking comment.

unveil changes in legislation
WASH INGTON (AP) Supporters of a deal to expand
Chicago's O 'Hare International
Airport unveiled changes in the
plan Wednesday to diminish concerns that the project might skirt
the usual environmental reviews
and rob other airports of needed
funding.
"The only concern we didn't
address is from those who don't
want anything done at O'Hare, and
we're not going to be able to help
them at all," Sen. Dick Durbin said
after a Capitol news conference.

The Springfleld D emocrat's
comments came on the eve of a
Senate Commerce Committee
hearing scheduled for Thursday on
legislation intended to cement in
federal Jaw the deal between Gov.
George Ryan and Chicago Mayor
Richard D aley to expand the
nations busiest airport.
The changes were prompted by
criticism earlier this month from the
Sierra Club and some congressmen at
a H ouse Transportation Committee
hearing on an identical bill sponsored
by Rep. Bill Lipinski, D-Chicago.

Capitol

an academic advisor in the
Graduate School Office, said
Wednesday. Other students have
presented their research at various
conferences, she said.
Stefanie Bolling, a senior psychology major, did a study on selfinitiated recovery from eating disorders as a project for her health
studies minor, and was visited by
state Sen. Dave Syverson , a
Republican who represents her
home town, Rockford.
Bolling said there is not much
research on self-initiated recovery,
embarked on by those who do not
need
hospitalization.
H er
research centered on the question
"what makes them want to get
help?"
Aaron Osborne, a history
graduate student, presented his
research of the top flve legal cases
in Coles County, which is part of
the Coles County Legal H istory
Project. Osborne and his partner,
Mitjam Mueller, worked for
about three weeks on their project.
Senior special education major
Jenny j ohnson did research simiJar to that of H ession, where she
used token economy to decrease
the frequency and duration of
being off task in a student she
tutored.
"It's interesting, but it's difflcult," she said, regarding the
token economy, a system of giving
rewards to reinforce a change in
behavior and gradually decreasing
the rewards as the subject
improves.
j ohnson awarded a sticker to
the child depending on how long
it took to get back on task, and
eventually decreased and stopped
the awards as the student learned
to stay on task.

from Page 1

FBI uses phone records to link student to terrorists
CHICAGO (AP) FBI
agents searching telephone records
have linked a student living quietly
in central Illinois to the terrorists
who attacked the World Trade
Center and Pentagon, according to
court papers.
Ali Salem Kahlah AI-Marri, 36,
is not charged with any role in the
attacks. When questioned by federal agents following a search of his
home in West Peoria, on D ec. 11,
AI-Marri denied any knowledge of
terrorism, newly unsealed court
papers say.
AI-Marri is not charged with
terrorism. H e was arrested j an. 28
and is being held in New York on a
federal charge of unlawful possession of more than 15 credit cards,
which were found in his Peoria
home in the Dec. 11 search.

The basis for the suspicions of
investigators is spelled out in an
affidavit accompanying an application for a search warrant for AIMarri's home. Agents were seeking
evidence of several crimes, including "material support for terrorism."
While the application was presented to the U.S. D istrict Court in
Peoria Dec. 14, two Jaw enforcement officials in Washington who
spoke on the condition of anonymity said the case remains under
active investigation. They declined
to comment further.
The document illed in Peoria
and flrst obtained by the (Peoria)
Journal Star offers a detailed picture
of how the alleged hijackers used a
telephone number in the United
Arab Emirates before Sept. 11 and
says that AI-Marri attempted to

Hencken

Conn

from Page 1

from Page 1

Hencken said he intends for the
group to meet once a semester
and its next date to meet will be
some time in May or June.
Hencken also added that the
cabinet may not continue to
meet once a new president is
hired.
"(It's) all up to the new president," he said. "This whole idea
m ight die."

opportunity, and he does have experience working in and studying collective
bargaining situations.
"I have been around a whole range
of bargaining units," Conn said, "but
my primary background comes from
study. It is going to to be a challenge for
people to come together and work for
a common goal, but I will certainly
make myself available and work to create a good relationship with the union."

_W

call the number three times after
Sept. 11.
Records show three "attempted"
caJJs between Sept. 23 and Nov. 4 to
the number in the United Arab
Emirates, using calling cards traced
to AI-Marri, according to the FBI
affidavit.
The number has been linked to
the Sept. 11 hijackers.
Alleged
chief
hijacker
Mohammed Atta sent a Federal
Express package from the United
States to the United Arab Emirates
on Sept. 4 and gave the number as
a contact point for the recipient, the
FBI document said.
It said a calling card "that had
apparently been in the possession"
of Atta was used to make caJJs to
the number in the United Arab
Emirates as well.

Conn will be on campus for interviews again tomorrow.There will be an
open session meeting for faculty at 9:40
a.m. Thursday in the 1895 Room of
the Martin Luther King, Jr. University
Union.
The f1naJ candidate for the position,
john Cavanaugh, provost and vice
chancellor for academic affairs at the
University of North CarolinaWilmington, will come to campus for
interviews on Friday.
The flrst candidate, Livingston
Alexander, visited Eastern Monday
and Tuesday.

chair of the team previously told
the Student Senate.
H owever, the Student Action
Team could not attend because of
conflicts with the on-campus
interviews in Eastern's presidential search this week and local primaries which took place Tuesday.
Eastern students will make a
second appearance at the capitol
when the Student Action Team
visits AprilS, the same date interim President Lou Hencken testifies to the Senate Appropriations
Committee about Eastern's budget, Nilsen said.
"It really works out well." she
said of the arrangement.
Unfortunately, not many legislators were at the capitol
Wednesday because of the primaries, which is why the Student
Action Team did not attend.
H owever, students got to present their research to state Rep.
Dale Righter, R-Mattoon, and
state Sen. judy Myers, RDanville, and a number of
Eastern faculty who made the
trip.
Students did research projects
for classes, independent studies or
theses, they said. They were then
nominated by department heads
to attend the day at the capitol
and present their flndings, Bob
Augustine, dean of the Graduate
School and coordinator of the
event, said Wednesday.
Many of the presenters represented the College of Sciences
because they participate in the
annual Science Fest and already
have a project, Susan H ankenson,
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·rbr:ief
Western cancels
second game
against Eastern
MACOMB- The Westem
Illinois University baseball
home opener against Eastem

Braviere

was postponed Wednesday
because of poor field conditions.
A date has not been set for a
makeup game.
Eastem defeated the
Leathemecks 13-0 Tuesday at
Monier Field in the Panthers'
home opener and were to continue the second day of the
series Wednesday.
Eastem will resume play
Saturday at Eastem Kentucky at
noon for a double header to
open conference play.
The Panthers will play the
third game Sunday at 1 p.m.
Eastem is 4-9 on the season
before beginning Ohio Valley
Conference play this weekend.

suits to figure out.
All in all, it was a great day for
the athletic department and all
those involved.
The only thing that could have
made the day better would have
been the weather.
And I don't think Director of
Athletics Rich McDuffie and his
staff have found a way to make
that better, like they have with the
athletics here at Eastern - at least
not yet.

from Page 12

Well, you had to pay to get
into the basketball and football
games, why not baseball?
The only exception to this
should be parents, faculty or
alumni who donated money to
the stadium and should get in for
free, but that's something for the

Blue jackets honor teen
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) The Columbus Blue jackets will
place Brittanie Cecil's initials on
their helmets in memory of the
13-year-old girl killed by a deflected puck.
Brittanie died Monday, two
days after she was struck in the
head by a shot that sailed into the
stands during the Blue jackets'

home game against Calgary.
NHL spokesman Frank Brown
said there will be a moment of
silence before Thursday night's
game at Nationwide Arena
against the Detroit, the Blue
jackets' first home game since the
death.
The franchise also will promote
a fund set up in her memory.

,, _________________________

Splits

I haven't been in that situation for a long time. I just wanted
to relax and throw my pitches.

from Page 12
Yocum retired the first two UNI
batters in the top of the sixth, but
then allowed a walk and three consecutive singles brought UNI within
one run of Eastern.
Eastern answered in the bottom
of the sixth with a pair of singles by
Darnell and Barr to start the inning.
After Green popped out, Yocum
had another battle with McClintock
before she singled to bring home
Darnell.
Barr recorded the second out of
the inning when she was caught
going for third on the play.
Sophomore second baseman Kristin
Lovering was Wt by a pitch and
sophomore pitcher Trish Sanders Wt
a single to bring in Yocum.
UNI was not about to die. Senior
third baseman Lindsay Wood
opened the inning with a double for
her fourth Wt of the game. Wood
finished with three RBI and two

COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) The NHL is looking at arena safety following the death of a 13-yearold girl who was hit in the forehead
by a puck that flew into the stands.
Brittanie Cecil died two days
after a deflected slap shot struck her
at a Columbus Blue j ackets game,
raising questions about the responsibilities of teams and arenas to protect fans. It was the ftrst such fatality in league history.
NHL spokesman Frank Brown
said Wednesday the league would
"look at everything" to ensure fan
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safety, although he did not provide
details.
"We believe our buildings are
safe and Wstory overwhelmingly
has proven us right," he said. "We
have entertained hundreds of millions of spectators over our 85 seasons and we are devastated that this
tragic accident took place."
The Blue jackets plan to wear
the girl's initials on their helmets
for the rest of the season, he said.
The team also will hold a
moment of silence before Thursday
night's game against the Detroit

Red Wings, the Blue jackets' ftrst at
home since the death, and will create a fund in the girl's memory.
Meanwhile, a coroner determined Wednesday that Brittanie
died from a rare injury to an artery
that was damaged when her head
snapped back.
The damage to the artery, which
runs from the spine to the back of
the brain, Jed to a "vicious cycle" of
clotting in the artery and swelling
of the brain, said Franklin County
Coroner Brad Lewis, who performed the autopsy.
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"I haven't been in that situation for
a longtime,"Yocumsaid. "l justwanted to relax and throw my pitches."
Eastern dropped the first half of
the doubleheader 8-3.
Northern Iowa opened the game
with runs in the first and third
innings for a 2-0 lead and put up
three more in the fourth before
Eastern posted two runs in the bottom of the fourth.
Eastern put up its flnal run in the
bottom of the sixth before UNI rallied for three more runs in the seventh for the win.
Kristen Becker picked up the
Joss, allowing six Wts and five runs
for Eastern. McClintock picked up
the win for UNI, striking out seven
Eastern batters and allowed just five
Wts.

i ® Mothers

Dart T o urnamen t

PARIUNG

Q UESTIONS?

runs scored with a home run.
"We were really happy when she
Wt one in the park," head coach
Lioydene Searle said.
"When you have a Wtter as good
as her, you're just happy to keep it in
the park."
The next batter was robbed of a
Wt by Hagerty, who made a diving
grab of her line drive.
junior catcher Angela Higgins
followed with triple and was brought
home by a single from freshman second baseman Tracy Davis.
Freshman designated hitter
Melissa King followed with a single
and advanced on a groundout to second base.
Yocum was able to get out of the
inning with a strike out to win the
game.
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Dana Yocum,
Junior pitcher

Hockey death sparks safety questions
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. - - -Panther Sports Calendar- - - - ,
Today: NCAA Wrestling Championships
Friday: MIW Track and Field at Southern Illinois
Saturday: Softball vs. Morehead State, Williams
Field, noon (2)
Saturday: M/WTennis vs. Tennessee-Martin at home

Inside
Western cancels game with Eastern Page 11

12
The Shooter

Softball

Eastern splits twinbill with UNI
Yocum leaves two runners on base for 11-10 win in nightcap
By Matt Meinheit

Anthony Braviere

Staff writer

Staff writer
e-mail: cuafb@pen.eiu.edu

Worthwhile
wait for a
good seat
ood morning, sports
fans. After many long
months of waiting and
anticipation, the day finally
came.
In the past, this space has
been used on T hursdays to rip
Eastern's athletic department to
shreds over things that I thought
should have been done. One of
the things that I have been most
opinionated about was the delays
of the construction on the basebail field .
But on Tuesday, the athletic
department showed that, once
again, they may not be the quickest, but they are one of the best
at this level.
That day marked the first
home game of the season for the
Panther basebaii squad, but more
importantly it was first game in
the new basebaii stadium.
I had seen the drawings and it
looked nice on paper, but what I
saw with my own eyes was more
impressive than I could have
imagined.
To start, there isn't a bad seat
in the house, which is nice con-
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remember the sore buns and back
factor that came with watching a
basebaii game in past years?
Fuggehtaboutit. T he new seatback chairs are actually pretty
comfortable.
But Jet's not forget about the
new press box at Coaches'
Stadium. It has the nice feature
of not looking like a shed in
Cecil's field , and also won't fail
down with a stiff wind, like the
old one.
Sure, there are drawbacks to
the new stadium, but they are
minor at best. There are no bathrooms on the premises, but you
know you can't miss anything you
didn't have before. In the old
days fans had to either use the
porta-john or go to the Lantz to
use the facilities , and they have
to do the same now. Big deal.
There was also some griping
from non-students who didn't
like the idea of having to pay to
get into the games.
See BRAVIERE Page 11

Mandy MarshaiVPhoto editor

Sophomore second baseman Kristin Loverling catches the ball during Eastern's first game
against the University of Northern Iowa Wednesday at Williams Field.

The cold weather and car-damaging foul bails
couldn't chase the fans away from Eastern's softball team's come-from-behind win in its second of
of two games Wednesday.
In the second half of a doubleheader with the
University of Northern Iowa, the Panthers (8-7)
rallied from four runs back to win a nail-biting
11- 10 game.
Eastern was down 6-2 after three and half
innings. In the bottom of the fourth , Eastern got
one run back when freshman pinch runner
Bridget Owen scored from second on a single by
sophomore shortstop Kari Hagerty.
In the fifth inning, the Panthers exploded with
six runs to take the lead. Freshman third baseman
j ill Blackburn Jed off the inning with her second
home run of the year.
"Having a freshman that can hit as well as jill
did today is one of the reasons for our offensive
success," head coach Lloydene Searle said.
j unior catcher Kristin Darnell followed
Blackburn's blast with a single to right field .
Senior center fielder Amy Barr advanced Darnell
to third with a double.
Darnell then scored on a wild pitch by UNI
sophomore j ulie P hillips. junior designated hitter
jen Green connected for Eastern's fourth consecutive hit of the inning with a RBI double to left
center.
After a pitching change, junior pitcher Dana
Yocum helped her own effort by hitting a series of
foul balls before ripping a double to center, giving
the Panthers the lead.
"She was throwing them everywhere," Yocum
said. "I just wanted to hit it in play."
After UNI pitcher Malinda McClintock
forced a pair of infield flies, junior right fielder
Carrie Ninness pulled a double down the left field
line to bring in two runs.
See SPLITS Page 11

Mid-major conference holding on in tourney
ike Rodney Dangerfield, many of the
mid-major conferences receive "no
respect" from the major conferences
during the NCAA tournament.
Each year everyone expects teams like
Duke, Kansas, Arizona and Kentucky to be
left standing after the first weekend of the
tournament, but nobody expects to see Kent
State and Southern Illinois among the elite
teams in college basketbaii.
Kent State, winners of the Mid-American
Conference, and Southern Illinois, winners of
the Missouri Vaiiey Conference regular season,
have played well ail season but have received
little recognition, that is, until now.
The No. 10 seeded Golden Flashes held an
18-game winning streak entering the tournament and hope to make it 21 when they face
No. 3 seed Pittsburgh on Thursday. The
Flashes have gotten to where they are by
defeating Oklahoma State and Alabama,
which are both from major conferences (Big
12 and SE C) .
The Salukis were not even sure if they were
going to make the field of 65 after losing in
the MVC tournament championship game
against Creighton. Compiling a 26-7 record
during the season and beating Indiana,
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Murray State,
Creighton, and
giving Illinois a
tough game was
enough to convince the tournament committee
to give them a
bid.
After defeat- Matt Williams
ing Bob
Staff writer
e-mail: cummw11 @pen.eiu.edu
Knight's Texas
Tech team in
the first round, Georgia's head coach jim
Harrick said it came against a "not very talented team."
Well Mr. Harrick, what does that make
your Bulldogs then?
The Salukis went on to defeat the No. 3
seeded Bulldogs 77-75 in the second round
and will now face No. 2 seed Connecticut in a
regional semifmal game on Friday.
Kent State and Southern Illinois were not
the only teams to make some noise in the
opening rounds. No.13 seed UNCWilmington upset No. 4 seed USC, Creighton
defeated a struggling Florida team, Tulsa surprised Marquette, and Wyoming stunned

Gonzaga.
So where is Missouri in this list of
Cinderellas? Well I don't consider the No. 12
seed Tigers as an upset team.
T hey have just underachieved until this
point and played better competition ail year. I
actuaiiy picked them to make it to the Sweet
Sixteen.
H ow did the OVC fair in the tournament?
No. 14 seed Murray State managed to put up
a fight against Georgia before the Bulldogs
pulled away in the final minutes.
OVC regular season champion Tennessee
Tech has had a little more luck by coming
away with three victories against Georgia
State, Dayton, and Yale in the NIT.
T he Golden Eagles will face either
Memphis or Brigham Young in the quarterfinals.
So the question is, can the Salukis and
Golden Flashes continue to crash the major
conferences' parties or will they watch the
Elite Eight from their televisions?
H ere are my predictions for the fmal eight:
Duke, Kent State, Missouri, Oklahoma,
Maryland, Connecticut, Kansas and Texas.
T his may need to be changed if things go
according my original bracket.

